Circular no 117/EIS/2020

31/08/2020

EMERALD INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, FARIDABAD
FOR CLASSES I-V
Dear Parent,
We are extremely delighted towards your ward’s active participation in the online learning. We thank all our parents as
stakeholders, who have played a vital role for building a learning community and further strengthened our bonding.

During the past few months, times have been challenging and have taught us to create and pave new ways of
living.
As we successfully move ahead towards the academic year 2020-21 through virtual classes, now we need to
assimilate and gauge the quantum of learning achieved for further improvement.
We shall be beginning with the Online Half Yearly Assessment and Examination for classes I-V w.e.f., 11 th
September 2020. Classes I and II will have Half Yearly Assessment through two Assessment Worksheets (two for
each subject). Classes III-V will have Half Yearly Assessment through pen-paper Test and Multiple Assessment.
All the necessary details related to the same along with schedule and syllabus for Half Yearly Examination will
be sent to you shortly.
The students must prepare well through self-study and revision taken by the subject teachers. Kindly ensure
that your ward has been completing his/her work on regular basis. Please feel free to contact the class teacher
or the subject teachers for any help, if needed.
Half Yearly Assessment and Examination will be included towards the compilation of Annual result, therefore,
kindly ensure 100 percent attendance of your ward in these assessments.
In order to familiarize the students with the test pattern, a Mock Test will be conducted on 8 th September
2020, but it will not be included as assessment.
You are requested to clear the pending Fee dues of Quarter-I and Quarter-II, if any, prior to these examinations
for ensuring your ward’s smooth participation in these exams.
For any query related to the fees, kindly contact the school office on all working days between 9.00 a m and
2.00 p m.
Your co-operation is solicited.
Regards
EIS

